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Abstract. Nowadays, the increase in technology has brought more sophisticated intrusions. Consequently, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
are quickly becoming a popular requirement in building a network security infrastructure. Most existing IDS are generally centralized and
suffer from a number of drawbacks, e.g., high rates of false positives,
low efficiency, etc, especially when they face distributed attacks. This
paper introduces a novel hybrid multi-agents IDS based on the intelligent combination of a clustering technique and an ontology model, called
OCMAS-IDS. The latter integrates the desirable features provided by
the multi-agents methodology with the benefits of semantic relations as
well as the high accuracy of the data mining technique. Carried out
experiments showed the efficiency of our distributed IDS, that sharply
outperforms other systems over real traffic and a set of simulated attacks.
Keywords: Intrusion Detection System; Multi-agents; Clustering; Ontology.
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Introduction

As far the cost of information processing and Internet accessibility is dropping,
more and more organizations are becoming vulnerable to a wide variety of cyber threats. Therefore, network security is becoming a major challenge. Consequently, software tools, that can automatically detect a variety of intrusions, are
of a compelling need. An Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) has been of use to
detect and defend intrusions more proactively in short period.
Even that IDSs have become a standard component in security infrastructures, they still have a number of signicant drawbacks [14]. Indeed, they suffer
from problems of reliability, relevance, disparity and/or incompleteness in the
presentation and manipulation of knowledge as well as the complexity of attacks.
This fact hampers the detection ability of IDS, since it causes the generation excessive of false alarms and decreases the detection of real intrusions. In addition,
most of the IDSs use centralized architectures. Unfortunately this strategy has
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several drawbacks [4]. Indeed, the central processing node can lead to a single point of failure. Clearly, whenever the central processing node is attacked,
then the whole IDS has been damaged. Besides, the transfer of all the information at a central processing unit implies a great need on network resources and
leads to much network load on the system. Consequently, the centralized IDS
suffers from scalability problems [4]. Moreover, the communication and cooperation between a centralized IDS components are badly missing. To palliate these
problems, the integration of a multi-agents technology within the IDS seemed to
be an appropriate solution. In fact, the use of multi-agents system for intrusion
detection offers a new alternative to the IDS with several advantages listed in
literature, e.g., independently and continuous running, minimal overhead, scalability, etc., [4]. Therefore, multi-agent technology makes the resilience of the
system strong and thus ensures its safety [6]
Alongside, the concept of ontology has emerged as a powerful method for
domain knowledge representation and sharing. It can improve the intrusion detection features giving the ability to share a common conceptual understanding
threats and design the signature rules [1, 7, 10, 13, 20]. In fact, the use of the
ontologies and OWL (Ontology Web Language) within the intrusion detection
context has different advantages: (i) Grasping the semantic knowledge about
the intrusion detection subject; (ii) Expressing the IDS much more by building
better rules of signatures using the SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) [9];
and (iii) Making intelligent reasoning [6, 10]. In this respect, it is possible to
design a multi-agents architecture based on a knowledge basis represented as an
ontology. The use of such architecture reveals conducive to the development of
IDSs [6].
In this paper, we investigate another way of tackling the aforementioned problems. Thus, we introduce a new distributed IDS, called OCMAS-IDS (Ontology
and Clustering based Multi-AgentS Intrusion Detection System). OCMAS-IDS
is based on the integration of the multi-agents technology, the ontology and the
clustering technique. In this respect, our proposed system uses a set of agents
that can be applied to a number of tasks, namely: data capturing, detecting the
known and unknown attack categories and ultimately alerting the administrator.
Through extensive carried out experiments on a real-life network traffic and a
set of simulated attacks, we show the effectiveness of our proposal in terms of
(i) the scalability and (ii) the detection ability of our system.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sheds light on
the related work. We introduce our new distributed intrusion detection system
based on the multi-agents technology in Section 3. We then relate the encouraging results of the carried out experiments in Section 4. Finally, Section 5
concludes and points out avenues of future work.

2

Scrutiny of the related work

Recently, few approaches, within the intrusion detection field, are dedicated
to the integration of multi-agents technology and ontology model. Approaches
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fitting in the distributed IDS trend using ontological structure attempt to enhance the IDS accuracy and performing intelligent reasoning.
Worth of mention that the first research of applying ontology within intrusion
detection context was done by Undercoffer et al. [20] in 2003. In this respect,
the authors developed an ontology focused on the target (centric) and supply
it within the format of the logical description language DARPA DARPA Agent
Markup Language + Ontology Inference Layer (DAML + OIL). This ontology
allows modeling the domain of computer attacks and facilitates the process of
reasoning to detect and overcomes the malicious intrusions.
Mandujano [13] proposed a detection tool composed of a multi-agents architecture and an ontology focused on attacker, called FROID (First Resource for
Outbound Intrusion Detection). FROID attempts to protect a set of nodes in a
network using the ontology OID (Outbound Intrusion Detection). The proposed
system is characterized by its intention to detect known attacks based on signatures. Thus, the main drawback of FORID system is that in case of an emerging
attack, it will ignore it since this new attack has not yet been listed in the base
of signatures.
In addition, Abdoli and Kahani [1] proposed a system, called ODIDS. The
system includes two types of agents: IDSagent and MasterAgent. Based on
the techniques of the semantic web, they have built an ontology for extracting
semantic relationships between intrusions. The main moan that can be addressed
to the ODIDS system stands in the fact that the MasterAgent is a central
point of failure. Hence, if an intruder can prevent it from working (e.g., blocking
or slowing the host where it is running), the entire system will be damaged. Another criticism of the ODIDS system is time wasting, since the system needs more
time to make a connection between the MasterAgent and the IDSagents on
the network and to send and receive messages between them.
Azevedoln et al. [3] proposed an autonomic model, called AutoCore, which
includes a set of intelligent agents as well as a domain ontology CoreSec, in
order to perform intrusion detection independently. The system makes use of
CoreSec as an ontology knowledge base with high-level concepts for information [3]. The agents are then responsible for enabling the analysis of network
traffic and the detection of malicious activities. However, the approach does not
consider the secure state which is important to judge false positive alerts and
successful possibility of attacks [12].
In [7], Djotio et al. proposed a MONI system based on an ontology model,
called NIM-COM. The MONI system includes a multi-agents IDS to achieve a
distribution of the detection activities. In addition, MONI is endowed with a
Case Based Reasoning (CBR) mechanism to learn new attacks. Even though
CBR is considered as a powerful reasoning paradigm and easy to set up, it
suffers from re-engineering problems [14]. This lack of flexibility of the knowledge
representation is with no doubt an inherent CBR limitation.
With the same preoccupation, Isaza et al. [10] developed a multi-agents architecture for the detection and prevention of intrusions, called OntoIDPSMA.
The representation of known attacks has been designed using a semantic model
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based on ontology specifying signatures and reaction rules. The authors integrated an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) technique and the clustering algorithm K-means for the identification of new attacks. However, the most significant disadvantage of ANN relies on the fact that its ability to identify an
intrusion is completely dependent on the accurate training of the system, data
and the methods that are used. Moreover, the configuration of an ANN is delicate and can significantly affect the results [18]. In addition, the performance of
K-means and its effectiveness as a method for detecting new attacks depends on
the random selection of the number of initial groups. Therefore, a “bad choice”
of this number will decrease the detection of actual intrusions and increase the
generation of false alarms [4].
Due to its usability and importance, detecting the distributed intrusions still
be a thriving and a compelling issue. In this respect, the main thrust of this
paper is to propose a hybrid distributed IDS, called OCMAS-IDS, which integrates : (i) a multi-agents technology; (ii) an ontology; and (iii) an unsupervised
clustering technique. The main idea behind our approach is to address limitations of centralized IDSs by taking advantage of the multi-agents paradigm as
well as the ontological representation.

3

The OCMAS-IDS system

Agents and multi-agents systems are one of the paradigms that best fit the intrusion detection in distributed networks [4]. In fact, the multi-agents technology
distributes the resources and tasks and hence each agent has its own independent
functionality, so it makes the system perform work faster [6].
The distributed structure of OCMAS-IDS is composed of different cooperative, communicant and collaborative agents for collecting and analyzing massive
amounts of network traffic, called respectively: SnifferAgent, MisuseAgent,
AnomalyAgent and ReporterAgent. Figure 1 sketches at a glance the overall architecture of OCMAS-IDS.

Fig. 1. The architecture of OCMAS-IDS at a glance.

Worth of mention that the combination of the detection known attacks as
well as the unknown ones can lead to improve the performance of the IDS and
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enhances its detection ability [11]. Consequently, OCMAS-IDS efficiently merges
the detection of both types of attacks. It incorporates a MisuseAgent specialized on known attacks detection, as well as an AnomalyAgent competent on
unknown attacks detection. The processing steps of OCMAS-IDS can be summarized as follows:
1. The SnifferAgent captures packets from the network. Indeed, a distributed IDS must undertake to analyze a huge volumes of events collected from
different sources around the network. Consequently, the SnifferAgent permits to filter the packets already captured. Besides, it converts them to XML,
using the XStream library3 . Finally, the pre-processed packets will be sent
to others agents to be analysed;
2. The MisuseAgent receives the packets converted to XML from the SnifferAgent. It transforms these packets to OWL format in order to be compatible with the SWRL rules stored in the ontology. Now, it is ready to
analyze the OWL packets to detect those that correspond to known attacks.
Indeed, the MisuseAgent searches for attack signatures4 in these packets, by consulting the ontology ASO (Attack Signatures Ontology). Consequently, if there is a similarity between the OWL packets and the SWRL
rules that define the attack’s signatures, then the agent raises an alert to the
ReporterAgent;
3. The filtered network packets are fed into an AnomalyAgent, which uses
the clustering algorithm AD-Clust to detect the unknown attacks. Likewise,
the agent sends an alert to the ReporterAgent, if an attack is identified;
4. Finally, the ReporterAgent generates reports and logs.
OCMAS-IDS detects the known attacks through the intelligent agent MisuseAgent, which uses an ontology to enrich data intrusions and attack signatures by semantic relationships. In what follows, we present the proposed
ontology used within our system OCMAS-IDS.
3.1

The Attack Signatures Ontology (ASO)

Since last few decades, Raskin et al. [16] opened a new field, that focuses on using Ontology within information security and its advantages. In fact, ontologies
present an extremely promising new paradigm in computer security domain.
They can be used as basic components to perform automatic and continuous
analysis based on high-level policy defined to detect threats and attacks [10].
Moreover, they enable the IDS with improved capacity to reason over and analyze instances of data representing an intrusion [7, 20]. Furthermore, the interoperability property of the ontologies is essential to adapt to the problems of the
systems distribution, since the cooperation between various information systems
is supported [3, 7].
3
4

Available at: http://xstream.codehaus.org/.
An attack signature is a known attack method that exploits the system vulnerabilities and causes security problem [4].
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Fig. 2. The Attack Signatures based Ontology ASO.

Within the OCMAS-IDS system, an ontology, called ASO (Attack Signatures
based Ontology), is implemented, in order to optimize the knowledge representation and to incorporate more intelligence in the information analysis. Moreover,
OCMAS-IDS integrates into its internal structure the interoperability between
agents since they use the same model of ontology. The ASO ontology is characterized by network components, intrusion elements, classification defining traffic
signatures and rules classes and instances. Figure 2 depicts a fragment of the
ontology ASO, which implements the intrusion detection knowledge. The ASO
ontology allows the representation of the signatures basis for known attacks, used
with the agent MisuseAgent. The power and usefulness of ontology, applied
to the signature basis issue, provide a simple representation of the attacks expressed by the semantic relationships between intrusion data. We can also infer
additional knowledge about intrusion due to the ability of the ontology to infer
new behavior by reasoning about data. Therefore, this fact improves the process
of decision support for an IDS [1, 6, 20].
The signature basis incorporates rules provided by the ASO ontology, that
allows a semantic mean for reasoning and inferences. In fact, the rules are extracted using the SWRL language (Semantic Web Rule Language). The latter
extend the ontology and enriches its semantics by the deductive reasoning capabilities [9]. It allows to handle instances with variables (?x, ?y, ?z). Thus, the
SWRL rules are developed according to the scheme: Antecedent → Consequent,
where both antecedent and consequent are conjunctions of atoms written a1 ∧
...∧ an . Variables are indicated using the standard convention of prefixing them
with a question mark (e.i., ”?x“). The following example shows a rule represented
with SWRL.
Example 1. NetworkHost(?z) ∧ IntrusionState(?p) ∧ GeneratedBY(?p,?z) ∧
SQLInjection(?p) ∧ Directd To(?p,?z) → SystemSQLInjectionState(?p,?z)
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Using this syntax, a rule asserting that the composition of the network host(z)
and an intrusion state(p) properties implies the attack “SQL Injection” property.
When constructing our ontology, we designed and implemented multiple rules
to define various attacks and signatures. The defined rules allow properties inferences and reasoning process. The attack properties, e.g., WebAttack, SQLInjection, DoS, dDoS, and so on, are defined as ontology’ attributes identifying the
type of an intrusion.
Even thought, the known attacks are detected, it remains nevertheless the
problem of the new attacks detection. In this respect, additionally to the MisuseAgent, based on the ontology, OCMAS-IDS uses an AnomalyAgent based
on the clustering analysis. The algorithm is described in the following subsection.
3.2

The clustering algorithm AD-Clust

Needless to remind that the application of the data mining techniques within the
intrusion detection context can effectively improve the detection accuracy, the
detection speed, and enhance the system’s own security [2]. Thus, as an intelligent analysis task, the AnomalyAgent provides the crossroads of multi-agents
systems with the clustering technique, in particular the AD-Clust algorithm.
The idea behind this technique is that the amount of normal connection data is
usually overwhelmingly larger than that of intrusions [5]. Whenever this assumption holds, the anomalies and attacks can be detected based on cluster sizes, i.e,
large clusters correspond to normal data, and the rest of the data points, which
are outliers, correspond to attacks [19].
AD-Clust, (Anomaly Detection-based Clustering), is an unsupervised clustering algorithm introduced by Brahmi et al. in [4, 5], to improve the quality of
the K-means algorithm applied within the intrusion detection context. Indeed,
the latter suffers from a greater time complexity, which becomes an extremely important factor within intrusion detection due to the very large packets sizes [15].
Moreover, the number of clusters dependency and the degeneracy constitute the
drawbacks that hamper the use of K-means for anomaly detection [15]. In this
respect, the AD-Clust algorithm combines two prominent categories of clustering, namely: distance-based [19] as well as density-based [8]. It exploits the
advantages of the one to palliate the limitations of the other and vice versa.
The processing steps of our algorithm AD-Clust can be summarized as
follows [4]:
1. Extraction of the density-based clusters that are considered as candidate
initial cluster centers. The density-based clustering is used as a preprocessing
step for the AD-Clust algorithm;
2. Compute the Euclidean distance between the candidate cluster center and
the instance that will be assigned to the closest cluster. For an instance xi
and a cluster center zi , the Euclidean distance is defined as:
v
u n
uX
(xi − zi )2
(1)
distance(xi , zi ) = t
i=1
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3. The size of a neighborhood of instances is specified by an input parameter.
We use the k 0 parameter to distinguish it from the k parameter used by the
K-means algorithm. Hence, k 0 specifies the minimal number of instances
in a neighborhood and controls the granularity of the final clusters of the
clustering-based density. If k 0 is set to a large value, then a few large clusters
are found. To reduce the number of candidate clusters k 0 to the expected
number k, we can iteratively merge the two most similar clusters. Otherwise,
if k 0 is set too small, then many small clusters will be generated. The clusters
will be split, new clusters will be created to replace the empty ones and the
instances will be re-assigned to existing centers. This iteration will continue
until there is no empty cluster. Consequently, the outliers of clusters will be
removed to form new clusters, in which instances are more similar to each
other. In this way, the value of initial cluster centers k will be determined
automatically by splitting or merging clusters;
4. Within the detecting phase, the AD-Clust algorithm performs the detection
of intrusions. Thus, for each novel instance I the algorithm proceeds as
follows:
(a) Compute the Euclidean distance and find the cluster that presents the
shortest distance with respect to I.
(b) Classify I by the category of the closest cluster. Clearly, if the distance
between I and the cluster of “normal” instances is the shortest one, then
I will be a normal instance. Otherwise, I is an intrusion.

4

Experimental results

In order to assess the overall performance of OCMAS-IDS in a realistic scenario,
a prototype of the proposed architecture was implemented using Sun’s Java
Development Kit 1.4.1, the well known platform JADE5 3.7, the Eclipse and
the JPCAP6 0.7. The ontology ASO is designed using Protégé7 .
Through the carried out experiments, we have to stress on evaluating the
performance of our system in terms of (i ) the scalability-related criteria such
as network bandwidth, detection delay and system response time; and (ii ) the
detection ability. During the evaluations, we compare the results of the OCMASIDS system vs. that of the centralized IDS Snort [17] and the multi-agents
based ontology one MONI8 [7]. All experiments were carried out on equivalent
machines equipped with a 3GHz Pentium IV and 8GB of main memory. We used
machines that were connected via a switch, thus forming a switched network.
Moreover, we simulated attacks using the well known tool Metasploit 9 version
3.5.1. The simulated eight different attack types are:
5
6
7
8

9

Available at: http://jade.tilab.com
Available at: http://netresearch.ics.uci.edu/kfujii/jpcap/doc/
Available at: http://protege.stanford.edu/download/download.html
We thank Mrs. Djotio et al. [7] for providing us with the implementation of MONI
system.
Available at: http://www.metasploit.com/
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attack1:
attack2:
attack3:
attack4:
attack5:
attack6:
attack7:
attack8:

4.1
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DoS Smurf;
Backdoor Back Office;
SPYWARE-PUT Hijacker;
Nmap TCP Scan;
Finger User;
RPC Linux Statd Overflow;
DNS Zone Transfer; and
HTTP IIS Unicode.

The scalability evaluation

In order to test the scalability of OCMAS-IDS, we study the relationship between the bandwidth consumption and a number of attack types. Moreover, the
variation of the detection delay according to the number of packets is evaluated.
Additionally, we assess how the response time varies with respect to eight attack
types.
(a) The bandwidth

(b) The analysis

consumption

(c) The response

delay

time
Response Time (sec)
37

36

35

34

33

32

31

30
attack1
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attack2

Analysis delay (sec)

6

0.059
0.058
0.057
0.056
0.055

5

OCMAS-IDS
SNORT
MONI

attack3
attack4

4
3

attack5

2

attack6

1

attack7

attack8

attack7

attack6

attack5

attack4

attack3

attack2

0.054
attack1

OCMAS-IDS
SNORT
MONI

Mbits/sec

OCMAS-IDS
0.061
SNORT
MONI
0.06

0
0

2000

4000
6000
8000
Number of packets

10000

attack8

Fig. 3. The bandwidth consumption, the analysis delay and the response time of
OCMAS-IDS vs. Snort and MONI.

As depicted in Figure 3 (a), the maximum bandwidth consumed by OCMASIDS and MONI is lower compared to that of Snort. For example, the maximum
bandwidth consumed by OCMAS-IDS is 0.06 Mbits/sec, which is very low as
well. The reduction of the network bandwidth consumption is owe to the use of
the multi-agents system. Thus, the OCMAS-IDS system is not greedy in bandwidth consumption, which is definitely a desirable feature for any distributed
system [4].
Besides, Figure 3(b) plots the detection delay against the number of packets,
using the OCMAS-IDS, MONI and Snort systems. According to this figure,
we can answer the question: why the realization of the multi-agents IDS is advantageous? Clearly, the results show that the detection delay of both systems
linearly increases with the number of packets. Moreover, the gap between both
curves related to the detection delay of OCMAS-IDS and MONI is small, since
both systems are based on multi-agents technology. In addition, Figure 3(b)
highlights that our proposed system OCMAS-IDS is faster than the system
Snort. This can be explained by the fact that agents operate directly on the
host whenever an action has to be taken, their response is faster than systems
where actions were taken by the central controller, i.e., Snort.
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Figure 3 (c) illustrates the response time required by OCMAS-IDS with respect to the attack types. On the one hand, we remark that the detection of
all attack types, on average, result in lower response time compared to that of
Snort, due to its centralized detection engine. In addition, this figure proved
how fast our system respond. For example, the response time of OCMAS-IDS
was 35 seconds for attack5, which is absolutely negligible.
On the other hand, within MONI, the ontology model is developed under
JADE. Differently, the ontology ASO of our system OCMAS-IDS is designed
under Protégé and queried with SWRL. The response time of OCMAS-IDS
is better than that of MONI. The main reason is that in the case of OCMASIDS, the inferred model is computed only once before the matching starts and
used throughout all the queries. Thus, the figure indicates that OCMAS-IDS
outperforms MONI and permits the exploitation of the semantics of ASO.
To sum up, it is clear from the obtained results that the performance of the
OCMAS-IDS will not deteriorate too much with the increase in the number of
attacks, which is justified by its low bandwidth consumption, reduced detection
delay and quick response time. Likewise, in case of more machines are connected
to the network, the OCMAS-IDS system still withstand the load and swiftly
deliver the results.
4.2

The detection ability

In order to evaluate the detection ability of an IDS, two interesting metrics
are usually of use [4]: the Detection Rate (DR) and the False Positive Rate
(FPR). Indeed, the DR is the number of correctly detected intrusions. On the
contrary, the FPR is the total number of normal instances that were ”incorrectly“
considered as attacks. In this respect, the value of the DR is expected to be as
large as possible, while the value of the FPR is expected to be as small as
possible.
(a) The FPR

(b) The DR

False positif Rates (%)

Detection Rates (%)
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attack4
attack5
attack6

attack7

attack7

attack8

attack8

OCMAS-IDS
SNORT
MONI

attack6

OCMAS-IDS
SNORT
MONI

attack5

Fig. 4. The FPR and the DR of OCMAS-IDS vs. Snort and MONI.

With respect to Figure 4 (a), we can remark that the FPR of OCMASIDS and MONI is significantly lower compared to that of Snort. This fact
is due to the adaptive mechanisms used by the agents, enabling both systems,
i.e., OCMAS-IDS and MONI, to better suit the environment. Consequently, the
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false alarms can be reduced correspondingly. For example, for attack3 the FPR
of Snort can reach values as high as 0.019% compared to 0.007% of MONI
and 0.005% of OCMAS-IDS.
Moreover, Figure 4 (b) shows that the DR of OCMAS-IDS is higher than
that of MONI. Moreover, among the three investigated IDS, Snort has the
lowest DR. For instance, for attack3, whenever OCMAS-IDS and MONI have
the DR 97.9% and 94.9%, respectively, Snort has 74.1% DR. This is due to his
centralized architecture.
Knowing that a main challenge of existing IDSs is to decrease the false alarm
rates [4], the main benefit of our system is to lower the false alarm rate, while
maintaining a good detection rate.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we focused on a distributed architecture and multi-agents analysis
of intrusions detection system to tackle the mentioned above challenges, i.e.,
the high detection delay, the high bandwidth consumption as well as the low
detection ability. Thus, we introduced a multi-agents intrusions detection system
called OCM AS-IDS based on an efficient ontology model, called ASO, as well as
a clustering algorithm called AD-Clust. The carried out experimental results
showed the effectiveness of the OCMAS-IDS system and highlighted that our
system outperforms the pioneering systems fitting in the same trend.
Future issues for the present work mainly concern: (i) the alert correlation
techniques by using the multi-agents system and ontology [12].
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